
     
   

 
 

      

     
      

    
    

 
 

 
    

 
 

   
              

 
    

  

From: Shea Yzobel de Hinde 
To: BCDC PublicComment 
Subject: The Marina is empty since everyone got kicked out, and haven’t  dredged the slips for 
over a decade 
Date: Friday, June 16, 2023 10:53 AM 

I’d be surprised if any boats would ever be allowed back in, and seeing that by the time the additional 10 
(!) multi-storey buildings are up in that tiny space in front of it the masts would blow off seeing how the 
current ones have already turned the wind there into an ongoing gale that has also even been ripping 
out docks across the street at Oyster Point Marina where the buildings are. 
Kilroy has lied from the start about its intentions, not just to us people who formerly lived there (myself 
16 years), but to the public in general, attempting to present themselves as environmentally and people 
friendly which is a huge pack of LIES. 
Devious backhanded white collar criminals as soon as you do some research and get past that ultra thin 
veneer. 
Letting them get away with even more damage then they’ve already done to the place does ultimately 
mean complying with their evil ways. I would strongly suggest turning down this proposal. And really 
take a good look at what their buildings so far have already been doing to Oyster Point. It’s becoming a 
more and more inhabitable place to be, let alone live. 
And I haven’t even mentioned the bottleneck inevitable traffic jam situations they’ve been causing. 
Extremely bad idea. 
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From: Shea Yzobel de Hinde 
To: BCDC PublicComment 
Subject: The Marina is empty since everyone got kicked out, and haven’t dredged the slips for over a decade 
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From: Shea Yzobel de Hinde 
To: BCDC PublicComment 
Subject: PS kicking out dozens of elderly, disabled, veterans and other vulnerable people from OCM 
Date: Friday, June 16, 2023 11:33:59 AM 

And then claiming on their siteand social media accounts they’re doing good for people, its all just baloney and a big bunch of 
BS! 

The Marina is empty since everyone got kicked out, and they haven’t dredged the slips for over a decade 
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From: Shea Yzobel de Hinde 
To: BCDC PublicComment 
Subject: PS Ruthlessly kicking out dozens of elderly, disabled, veterans and other 
vulnerable people from OCM!!! 
Date: Friday, June 16, 2023 11:43:30 AM 

have you been down there to see their buildings?! 
Have you ever talked to any of the OPM people about everything that’s changed for the worse 
since they started building?! Before you give them permission to make it even worse you must 
do some serious research into the real consequences!! 




